The past decades witness FLOPS (Floating-point Operations per Second) as an important computation-centric performance metric. However, for datacenter (in short, DC) computing workloads, such as Internet services or big data analytics, previous work reports that they have extremely low floating point operation intensity, and the average FLOPS efficiency is only 0.1%, while the average IPC is 1.3 (the theoretic IPC is 4 on the Intel Xeon E5600 platform). Furthermore, we reveal that the traditional FLOPS based Roofline performance model is not suitable for modern DC workloads, and gives misleading information for system optimization. These observations imply that FLOPS is inappropriate for evaluating DC computer systems. To address the above issue, we propose a new computation-centric metric BOPs (Basic OPerations) that measures the efficient work defined by the source code, includes floatingpoint operations and the arithmetic, logical, comparing, and array addressing parts of integer operations. We define BOPS as the average number of BOPs per second, and propose replacing FLOPS with BOPS to measure DC computer systems. On the basis of BOPS, we propose a new Roofline performance model for DC computing, which we call DC-Roofline model, with which we optimize DC workloads with the improvement varying from 119% to 325%.
Introduction
In the past decades, the FLOPS (FLoating-point Operations Per Second) [11] metric is used to evaluate the performance of modern computer systems. FLOPS has led computing technology progress not only limited to high performance computing (HPC) for many years [11] , and the history witnesses that FLOPS defines the concrete R&D objectives and road-maps for HPC (Gflops in the 1990, Tflops in the 2000, Pflops in the 2010, and Eflops in the 2020).
To date, to perform big data analytics or provide Internet services, more and more organizations in the world build internal datacenters, or rent hosted datacenters. As a result, DC computing has become a new paradigm of computing. It seems that the fraction of DC has outweighed HPC in terms of market share (HPC only takes 20% of total) [1] . So a natural question rises: what is the metric for DC. Is it still the same FLOPS metric?
Different from HPC, DC has unique features. For example, it is reported that DC has very low ratio of floating point operations intensity [31] , which is defined as the total floating point operations divided by the total memory access bytes. Gao et al. [38, 31] has performed comprehensive and hierarchical Top-Down analysis on big data analytics, AI, and internet service workloads from an architectural perspective. It shows that for typical DC workloads, the average floating point instructions ratio is only 1% and the average FLOPS efficiency is only 0.1%, while the average IPC (Instructions Per Cycle) is 1.3 (the theoretic IPC is 4 for the experimental platform). In Section 3.2, we also reveal that the traditional FLOPS based Roofline performance model gives misleading information-the bottlenecks of all workloads are memory access-to the DC workloads' performance optimization. These observations imply that FLOPS is inappropriate for measuring DC computer systems.
For measuring the performance, the wall clock time is a ground truth. In practice, there are several user-perceived metrics, which are derivatives of the wall clock time, used to measure application-specific systems, i.e., the transactions per minute for the online transaction system [2] , and input data processed per second for the big data analysis system [25] . However, there are two limitations of user-perceived metrics. First, different user-perceived metrics can not be compared side by side. For example, transactions per minute (TPM) and data per second processing capability (GB/S) can not be used for apple-to-apple comparison. Second, user-perceived metrics are hard to measure the ceiling performance of the computer systems.
In this paper, inspired by FLOPS [11] , we defined Basic OPerations per Second (in short BOPS) to evaluate the DC computing system. The contributions are as follows:
First, we propose a computation-centric metric-BOPs that measures the efficient work defined by the source code, includes floating-point operations and the arithmetic, logical, comparing, and array addressing parts of integer operations. The BOPs is independent with the underlying system and hardware implementation, and can be counted through analyzing the source code. We also use the hardware performance counters to approximate the BOPs when the source code is not available. We define BOPS as the average number of BOPs per second, and propose replacing FLOPS with BOPS to measure DC computer systems. BOPS can quantitatively measure the theoretical peak performance of the DC computer systems through analyzing micro-architecture of the systems, and the real performance through running the workloads on the systems. Second, with several typical micro benchmarks, we attain the upper bound performance through different optimization approaches, and then we propose a BOPS based Roofline model, which we called DC-Roofline, as a quantitative performance model for guiding DC computer system design and optimization. DC-Roofline can depict performance ceilings of DC workloads with specific tuning settings on the target system. Through the experiments, we demonstrate that the DC-Roofline model indeed helps optimize the performance of typical DC workloads by 119% to 325%.
For the DC computer system and architecture community, a single computation-centric metric like BOPS is simple but powerful for exploring innovative systems and architecture. First, BOPs can be be calculated at the application's source code level, independent with the underlying system implementation, so it is fair to evaluate and compare different system and architecture implementations. Second, it can be calculated at different levels independently. For example, it can be calculated at source code level, software's binary code level and hardware's instruction level, respectively, so it facilitates co-design of systems and architecture. Last but not least, it helps people understand the performance ceiling of the computer systems, and hence guides system optimization.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work. Section 3 states background and motivations. Section 4 defines BOPs, reports how to calculate it, and presents BOPS usages. Section 5 introduces BOPS-based DC-Roofline model. Section 6 presents how to optimize the performance with the DC-Roofline model. Section 7 draws a conclusion.
Related Work
Related work is summarized from two perspectives: metrics, and performance models.
Metrics
The wall clock time is the most basic performance metric for the computer system [39] , and almost all the other performance metrics are derived from it. Based on the wall clock time, the performance metrics can be classified into two categories. One is the user-perceived metric, which can be intuitively perceived by the user, such as the TPM (transactions per minute) metric. The other is the computation-centric metric, which is related with a specific computation operation, i.e. FLOPS (FLoating-point Operations Per Second).
User-perceived metrics can be further classified into two categories: one is the metric for the whole system, and the other is the metric for components of the system. The former examples include data sorted in one minute (MinuteSort), which measures the sorting capability of a system [5] , and transactions per minute (TPM) for the online transactions system [2]. The latter example includes the SPECspeed/SPECrate metric for the CPU component [3] , the input/output operations per second (IOPS) metric for the storage component [14] , and the data transfer latency metric for the network component [13] .
There are many computation-centric metrics. FLOPS (FLoating-point Operations Per Second) is a compu-tation-centric metric, measuring the computer system, especially in fields of scientific computing that make heavy use of floating-point calculations [11] . The wide recognition of FLOPS indicates of the maturation of high performance computing. MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) [22] is another famous computation-centric metric, which is defined as the number of million instructions the processor can execute per second. The main defect of MIPS is that it is architecture-dependent. There are many derivatives of the MIPS, including MWIPS and DMIPS [28] , which use synthetic workloads to evaluate the floating point operations and integer3v operations, respectively. The metric of WSMeter [37] , which is defined as quota-weighted sum of per-job's MIPS (IPC), is also a derivative from MIPS, and hence it is architecture-dependent. Unfortunately, modern datacenters are heterogeneous, consisting of different generations of hardware.
OPS (operations per second) is a computation-centric metric too. OPS [27] is initially proposed for digital processing systems, defined as the 16-bit addition operations per second. The definitions of OPS are extended later for Intel Ubiquitous High-Performance Computing [35] and recent artificial intelligence processors, such as Google's Tensor Processing Unit [36, 23] and the Cambricon processor [24, 17] . All of them are defined in terms of a specific operation. For example, the OPS is 8-bit matrix multiplication operations in TPU and 16-bit integer operations in the Cambricon processor, respectively. However, modern datacenter workloads are comprehensive and complex, and the bias toward a specific operation will not justify the fairness of evaluation.
For each metric, the corresponding tools or benchmarks [39] are proposed to report the numbers. For the user-perceived metric-SPECspeed/SPECrate metrics, SPECCPU is the benchmark suite [3] measuring the CPU component. For the TPM metric, TPC-C [2] is the benchmark suite, measuring the online transactions system. The other example is the Sort benchmark [5] for MinuteSort. For the computation-centric metric, Whetstone [21] and Dhrystone [32] is the measurement tool for MWIPS and DMIPS metrics, respectively. HPL [11] is widely-used measurement tool for FLOPS. As a micro-benchmark, HPL demonstrates a sophisticated design: the proportion of the floating-point addition and multiplication in the HPL is 1:1 so as to fully utilize the FPU unit of the modern processor.
Performance model
A performance model can depict and predict the performance of a specific system. There are two categories of performance models: one is an analytical model, which uses a stochastic/statistical analytical method to depict and predict the system performance, and the other is the bound model, which is relative simpler and only depicts the performance bound or bottleneck of the system. Previous work [34, 29, 9, 37] use stochastic/statistical analytical models to predict the system performance. Actually, the distributed and parallel systems always have lots of uncertain behaviors, which makes it hard to build an accurate prediction model. Instead, the bound and bottleneck analysis is more suitable. Amdahl's Law [7] is one of the famous performance bound model for parallel processing computer systems, and it is also used for big data systems [16] . The Roofline model [33] is another famous performance bound model. The original Roofline model [33] adopts the FLOPS as the metric of the model. On the basis of the definition of operational intensity (OI)-which is the total number of floating point instructions divided by the total number of bytes of memory access, the Roofline model can depicts the given workload's the upper bound performance when different optimization strategies are adopted on the target system.
Background and Motivations

Background
Moore's Law reveals that the number of cores per chip doubles approximately every two years [18] . However, the diversity and complexity of modern DC workloads raise great challenges in depicting the ceiling performance of the computer system spanning multiple domains -algorithm, programming, compiling, system development, and architecture design. The qualitative performance analysis of a computer system includes performance metric and performance model [39] [33] .
The Computation-centric Metric
For system and architecture community, the computation-centric metric, such as FLOPS, is a fundamental yardstick to reflect the running performance and gaps across different systems or architecture. Generally, the computation-centric metric has performance upper bound on the specific architecture, according to the micro-architecture design. For example, the peak FLOPS is computed by FLOPS P eak = N um CPU * N um Core * F requenc y * N um F loating pointO perationsP erC ycl e (1) For each metric, the measuring tool is used to measure the performance of the systems and architecture in terms of the metric number, and reports the gap between the actual number and the theoretical peak one. For example, HPL [11] is a widely-used measuring tool in terms of FLOPS. The FLOPS efficiency of the specific system is the ratio of the HPL's FLOPS to the peak FLOPS.
The Upper Bound Performance Model
The computation-centric metric is the foundation of the system performance model. And the performance model of a computer system can depict and predict the workload's performance on the specific system. For example, the Roofline model [33] is a famous upper bound model based on FLOPS. There is much system optimization work [19] and [15] , performed on the basis of the Roofline model in the HPC domain.
The above formula indicates that the attained performance bound of a workload on a specific platform is limited by the processor's computing capacity and the memory bandwidth. Peak FLOPS and Peak MemBand are the peak performance of the platform, and the operation intensity (in short, OI) is the total number of floating point operations divided by the total number of bytes of memory access. The Roofline model can be visualized as shown in Fig. 1 as an example. The x-axis is the operational intensity, and the y-axis is the floating-point performance. The horizontal line showing peak floating-point performance of the platform, and the diagonal line gives the peak memory bandwidth. To identify the bottleneck and guide the optimization, the ceilings (for example, the ILP and SIMD optimizations in the figure) can be added to provide the performance tuning guidance. 
Motivation
Based on the workload characterization of the modern DC workloads, we validate the effectiveness of FLOPS and corresponding Roofline model, and explain why we propose a new metricBOPs for DC computing.
Experimental workloads and platforms
Previous work has performed comprehensive characterization of modern DC workloads [38, 31] . Hereby, we choose six workloads from BigDataBench for summarizing their workload characteristics. BigDataBench [38] is an open-source big data and AI benchmark suite based on the frequently-appearing units of computation, which consists of a suite of micro and component benchmarks. The details of chosen workloads are shown in Table. 1. For these six workloads. Sort, Grep and WordCount are three famous micro-benchmarks. Bayes, Kmeans and RankServ are three typical component benchmarks. RankServ implements the simple search engine service. Bayes implements the classifying of a specified input text according to the learning model. Kmeans is a popular clustering algorithm of machine learning. The experimental platform is same like that in Section 4, and we choose the Intel Xeon E5645, which is a typical brawny-core processor (OoO execution, four-wide instruction issue).
The Limitation of FLOPS for DC
One of main targets of the computation-centric metric is that it can quantitatively measure the system performance. We use six DC workloads to reveal the limitations of FLOPS for DC. The peak value in the figure is calculated by Formula 1, and we also report the BOPS number metric for comparison. The FLOPS of DC workloads is only 0.16 GFLOPS on average (only 0.1% of the peak), while the average IPC (Instructions Per Cycle) is 1.3 (32% of the peak). These performance data imply that the FLOPS number is far from the DC system efficiency. On the other hand, the average BOPS number of the DC workloads is 9.5 GBOPS (10% of the peak).
We use the FLOPS-based roofline model to measure the ceiling performance and locate the bottlenecks of DC workloads. The details are shown in Table. 2. In our experiments, the peak FLOPS of E5645 is 57.6 GFLOPS, and the peak memory bandwidth is 13.2 GB/s. From Table. 2, we can observe: first, the operation intensity (OI) for six workloads is very low, and the average number is only 0.05. Second, the model indicates that the bottleneck of all six workloads is memory access. Furthermore, under the hint of the Roofline model, we increase the memory bandwidth through hardware pre-fetching, and the peak memory bandwidth increases from 13.2GB/s to 13.8GB/s. However, only Grep and WordCount gain obvious performance improvements, which is 16% and 10%, respectively. For the other four workloads, the average performance improvement is no more than 3%, which indicates the memory access is not the exact bottleneck. In Section 6, when we use our new BOPS-based Roofline model, we confirm for the latter four workloads, the bottlenecks are calculation, exactly. Table 3 reports the performance improvement through ILP and hardware pre-fetching in terms of FLOPS and BOPS. In Table 3 , Sort is the original performance, while Sort" is the performance after the optimization. 
What we should include in our new metric for DC computing
The previous workload characterization work [38, 31] reveals that the DC workload has high ratio of integer to floating point operations. Hereby, we do not intend to repeat the research work. For the purpose of explaining why FLOPS does not work in DC, we run six DC workloads (The details are shown in Table. 1) with respect to HPL, SPECFP, and PARSEC.
For the new metric, our fundamental principle is that we only consider the efficient work defined by the source code. Fig.3 shows the instruction mix of DC workloads. As our concern is the computation-centric metric, the new metric will consider integer and FP operations, as they will execute on ALU or FPU in the processor. We will not consider branch and load/store operations. For DC workloads, the ratio of integer to floating point operations is 38, while the number is 0.3, 0.4, 0.02 for HPL, Parsec and SPECFP, respectively. That is the main reason why FLOPS doe not work in DC. This implies that our new metric should consider both integer and floating-point operations.
Not like FP operations, Integer operations are more diverse (such as Add, Shuffle, Move operations) and all of them are different. We analyze the integer instruction breakdown of DC workloads through inserting the analysis code into the source code. We classify all operations into four classes. The first class is array addressing operation (related with data movement); the second class is the integer arithmetic or logical operations; the third class is the comparing operation(related with branch); the four class is all of the other operations. The top three classes can be counted at the source code level, so we include them in the BOPs. Also, we find that the 47% of integer instructions belong to address calculation, 22% of those belong to branch calculation, and 30% of those belong to integer arithmetic or logical operations.
BOPs
BOPS (Basic OPerations per Second) is the average number of BOPs (Basic OPerations) of a specific workload completed every second. In this section, we present the definition of BOPs and how to measure BOPs with or without the source code available, and then introduce how to use BOPS.
BOPs Definition
In our definition, BOPs include floating-point operations and the arithmetic, logical, comparing, and array addressing parts of integer operations. For integer operations, arithmetic/logical part corresponds to calculation, comparing operations correspond to branch-related operations, array addressing operations correspond to data movement-related operations. The detailed comparison between the FLOPS and BOPS definitions is shown in Table. 4. The detailed definitions of BOPs is shown in Table. 5. Each operation in Table. 5 is counted as 1 except for N-dimensional array addressing. Note that all operations are normalized to 64-bit operation. For arithmetic or logical operations, the number of BOPs is counted as the number of corresponding arithmetic or logical operation. For array addressing operations, we take one dimensional array P[i] as the example: loading the value of P[i] indicates the addition of an i offset to the address location of P, so the number of BOPs increments by one. For comparing operations, we transform it to the subtraction operation. We take X <Y as an example and transform it to X-Y <0, so the number of BOPs increments by one. BOPs normalize all operations into 64-bit operations, and each operation is counted as 1 (regardless of the different delays with different operations in the real system). Several other operations are not included in BOPs, including Table. 6. Delays of different operations are not considered in the normalized calculations of BOPs, because delays can be extremely different in diverse micro-architecture platforms. For example, the delay of divisions on the Intel Xeon E5645 processors is about 7-12 cycles, while on the Intel Atom D510 processors, the delay can be reach up to 38 cycles [6]. Hence, considering the delays of normalization will lead to architecture-related issue. In our BOPS definition, BOPs normalize all operations into 64-bit operations, and each operation is counted as 1.
How to Measure BOPs
BOPs can be measured at either the source code level or the instruction level.
Source-code level measurement
We can calculate the BOPs from the source code of a workload, and this method needs some manual work (analyzing the source codes). However, it is independent with the underlying system implementation, so it is fair to evaluate and compare different system and architecture implementations. As the below example shows, BOPs are not calculated in the first and second line because they are variable declarations. Line 3 consists of a loop command and two integer operations, and the number of the corresponding BOPs is (1+1) * 100 = 200 for integer operations, while the loop command is not calculated; Line 5 consists of the array address operations and variable assignments: address assignment is counted as 100 * 1, while variable assignment is not calculated. So the sum of the BOPs of the sample program is: 100 + 200 = 300. In order to verify the reasonability of the above calculation, the binary code is presented as below, we can see that there are six operations: movq, addq, addq, movl, cmpq, jne. We count BOPs for addq, cmpq and addq. The binary code level measurement is in accordance with the source code level.
1 movq $0 , (%rax ) 2 addq $8 , %rax 3 cmpq %rdx , %rax 4 jne . L2 5 movl 664(% rsp ) , %eax 6 addq $688 , %rsp Another thing we need to take into consideration is the system built-in library function. For the calculation of the system-level function, such as Strcmp function, we implement the user-level function manually, and then count the number of BOPs, which may result in small deviation in terms of the BOPs number. The implementation of the Strcmp function is shown as follows. i n t strcmp ( const char * s , const char * t ) { unsigned char c1 , c2 ; while ( 1 ) { c1 = * s ++; c2 = * t ++; i f ( c1 ! = c2 ) return c1 < c2 ? −1 : 1 ; i f ( ! c1 ) break ; } return 0 ; }
Instruction level measurement
Source-code or binary-code level measurements need to analyze the source code, which is especially costly for complex system stacks (i.e., Hadoop system stacks). Instruction level measurement can avoid this high analysis cost and the restriction of needing the source code. We propose an instruction-level approach to measuring the BOPs, which use the hardware performance counter to obtain BOPs. As different type of processors have different performance counter events, for convenience, we introduce an approximate but simple instruction level measurement method here. That is, to obtain the total numbers of instructions (ins), branch instructions (branch_ins), load instructions (load_ins) and store instructions (store_ins) through hardware performance counters. And the BOPs can be obtained according to the following formula:
Note that our approximate measurement method includes all integer instructions, which does not exactly conform to the BOPS definition. But, from our observation, the deviation of instruction code level measurement is small.
How to use BOPS
BOPS is the average number of BOPs of a specific workload completed every second. We count the floating point operations and the arithmetic, logical, comparing and array addressing part of the integer operations in BOPs. The peak BOPS is computed by the following formula: BOPS P eak = N um CPU * N um Core * F requenc y * N um BOP sP erC ycl e (4)
For Intel Xeon E5645 platform, BOPS P eak = 1 * 6 * 2.4G * 6 = 86.4GBOPS.
The BOPS Measuring Tools
Based on the definition, we need the BOPS Measuring Tools to report the number. With the BOPS Measuring Tools, the ceilings can be instantiated. For example, HPL [11] benchmark is a widely-used measurement tool of FLOPS and its Roofline model with the sophisticated design (fully utilize the FPU unit, the ceiling for FLOPS) and the representativeness (Dense linear algebraic equations in the HPL is a typical HPC algorithm). Because of the diversity of DC workloads, it is difficult to find one representative workload to represent all DC workloads. We develop the BOPS Measuring Tools, consisting of a series of representative workloads. We choose typical microbenchmarks from BigDataBench as the BOPS measuring tools from the perspectives of complexity, workload types and computation patterns. Currently, our BOPS measurement tools provide three workloads: Sort-an I/O intensive workload, WordCount-a CPU intensive workload, and Grep-a hybrid (both I/O and CPU intensive) workload. For each workload (a measurement tool), Table 7 summarizes the description and the BOPs number. 
Sort:
The Sort workload sorts an integer array of a specific scale, and the sorting algorithm uses the quick sort and merge algorithm. For example, sort an integer array of 10E8 elements. The program is implemented with C++ and MPI.
WordCount: The WordCount workload counts the words in a specified input text. For example, count the frequency of a word appearing in a 15GB text file in the format of txt. The program is implemented with C++ and MPI.
Grep: The Grep workload searches plain text file for lines that match a regular expression. The program is implemented with C++ and MPI.
Please note that the BOPs number will change as the data scale or request number increases or decreases. The measuring tools can be used to measure the real performance. For example, Sort in Table 7 has 529E9 BOPs. We run Sort on the Xeon E5645 node and the execution time is 40 seconds. BOPS R eal = 529E9/40 = 13.2GBOPS. And the BOPS efficiency is calculated by the formula:
Evaluations
Experimental Platforms
We choose three typical representative processor platforms as the experimental platforms for DC physical platforms, which are Intel Xeon E5310, Intel Xeon E5645 and Intel Atom D510. Intel Xeon E5310 and Intel Xeon E5645 are typical brawny-core processors (OoO execution, four-wide instruction issue), while Intel Atom D510 is a typical Wimpy-core processor (in-order execution, two-wide instruction issue). Each experiment platform is equipped with four nodes. The details are shown in Table. 8. 
BOPS for DC
For Performance Evaluation, we compare the BOPS metric with the FLOPS and IPC. We choose Intel Xeon E5645, Intel Xeon E5310 and Intel D510 as the experimental platforms, using three BOPS measuring tools in Table 7 . As shown in Table. 9, the Peak BOPS is obtained by Formula 4. For Intel Xeon E5645 platform, the Peak BOPS is 86.4 GBOPS. The Real BOPs numbers are reported in Table. 7, and we calculate their average BOPS. BOPS efficiency is obtained by Formula 5. In Table. 9, the BOPS Efficiency of E5645, E5310 and D510 is 9.4%, 9.3% and 10%, respectively, and the FLOPS Efficiency is 0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.1%, respectively. On the other hand, the IPC Efficiency is 32%,40% and 25%, respectivley. So we can see that the FLOPS number is far from the DC system efficiency, while the BOPS number is more reasonable to reflect the efficiency of the real DC system. 
BOPS for traditional workloads
We measure the BOPS of the traditional benchmarks. As shown in Table. 10, we choose HPL, Graph500 [30] and Stream [26] . BOPS performance and efficiency of the workload are compared with those of the FLOPS metric. From Table. 10, we can see that BOPS are also suited for measuring the traditional workloads. 
DC-Roofline Model
In this section, we present the DC-Roofline model, which depicts the upper bound performance of the given DC workload under the specific setting of the target system. 
DC-Roofline Definition
The memory traffic (MT) is calculated by (total number of memory accesses * 64), and total number of memory accesses can be obtained through the hardware performance counter. How to count BOPs is introduced in Section 4.3. Definition 3: The Upper Bound Performance of DC The attained performance bound of a given workload is depicted as:
The M emBand P eak is peak memory bandwidth of the system.
Adding Ceilings for DC-Roofline
We add three ceilings-ILP, SIMD, and pre-fetching-to specify the performance upper bound for specific tuning settings. Among them, ILP and SIMD reflect computation limitations and the pre-fetching reflects memory access limitations. We evaluate our experiments on the Intel Xeon E5645 platform.
Pre-fetching Ceiling
We use the Stream benchmark as the measuring tool for the Pre-fetching ceiling. We improve the memory bandwidth through opening the pre-fetching switch option in the system BIOS, and then the peak memory bandwidth increases from 13.2GB/s to 13.8GB/s.
ILP and SIMD Ceilings
We use the following formula to estimate the ILP and SIMD ceilings:
BOPS Ceil ing = BOPS P eak * P ort E f f icienc y * ILP E f f icienc y * SI MD Scal e
The Port Efficiency is the port efficiency of pipeline (According to the user manual of Intel E5645 and Gao et al. [38] work, port efficiency is always lower than 50%), ILP Efficiency is IPC efficiency of the peak IPC (E5645's peak IPC is 4), SIMD Scale is the scale of SIMD (for E5645, the value is 2 under SIMD, otherwise it is 1). Therefore, the ILP (Instruction-level parallelism) ceiling is 21.6 GBOPS when the IPC number is 2. Based on the ILP ceiling, the SIMD ceiling is 43.2 GBOPS. 
Visualized DC-Roofline Model
The visualized DC-Roofline model can be depicted as Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 , y axis reflects the peak BOPS that the target system can achieve. The diagonal line represents the bandwidth, and the roof line shows the peak BOPS performance. The confluence of the diagonal and roof lines at the ridge point (where the diagonal and horizontal roofs meet) allow us to evaluate the performance of the system. Similar to the original Roofline model, the ceilings -which imply the performance upper bounds for specific tuning settings -can be added to the DC-Roofline model. There are three ceilings (ILP, SIMD, and Pre-fetching) in the figure.
DC Roofline Model Usage
In this section, we illustrate how to use the DC Roofline model to optimize the performance of six DC workloads on the Intel Xeon E5645 platform. As shown in Table. 11, the top five are typical DC analytical workloads, while RankServ is a service workload. The peak BOPS is 86.4 GBOPS according to Formula 4, and the peak memory bandwidth is 13.2 GB/s using the Stream benchmark [26] . 
Performance Analysis under DC-Roolfine
The six workloads' corresponding numbers of BOPS and operation intensity are shown in Table.12. We find that the operation intensity of six workloads ranges from 1.2 to 51. The performance bottlenecks of Sort, Bayes, Kmeans, and RankServ are the calculation, while that of the Grep and WordCount are memory access. 
ILP Optimizations
We improved ILP through adding the compiling optimization option with -O2 (i.e., gcc -o2). As shown in Table. 13, the BOPS number of Sort, Bayes, Kmeans, and RankServ is improved significantly by 50%, 68% , 120%, and 48%, respectively. These implied that the bottlenecks of Sort, Bayes, Kmeans, and RankServ are indeed calculation, because they benefit a lot from ILP optimization. 
SIMD Optimization
SIMD is the common method for the HPC performance improvement, which performs the same operation on multiple data simultaneously. Modern processors have 128-bit wide SIMD instructions at least (i.e., SSE, AVX, etc). We apply the SIMD technique on the DC workloads, and change Sort from SISD to SIMD through SSE revising (as it needs time to revise all of workloads with SSE, we develop the SSE version of Sort at first). Note that the SIMD optimization is after the ILP optimization, and we still achieve 2.2X performance improvement than the SISD version with the only ILP optimization. Using the SEE_Sort, the attainable performance is 28.6 GBOPS, which is 33% of the peak BOPS.
Memory Optimizations
We improved the memory bandwidth through opening the pre-fetching switch option, and the peak memory bandwidth increases from 13.2GB/s to 13.8GB/s. Note that hardware pre-fetching is after the ILP optimization. As shown in Table. 14, Grep and WordCount are improved significantly by 16% and 10%, respectively. The performance gains of Sort, Bayes, RankServ and Kmeans are not obvious. Especially for Sort and Kmeans, they nearly have no performance gains. These implied that the bottlenecks for Grep and WordCount are indeed memory access, because they benefit a lot from hardware pre-fetching. 
Different Hardware Platforms Under DC-Roofline Model
We evaluate different hardware platforms under DC-Roofline model. We choose Sort, Grep and WordCount. And the software stack is MPI. The hardware platforms are Intel E5645, Intel E5310 and Intel D510. In Table. 15, Sort-5310 implied Sort workload that run on the E5310 platform. From the table, we can see that workloads under Xeon E5645 and Xeon E5310 have same performance bottlenecks (Sort's performance bottleneck is calculation, while the others are memory access), but the BOPS and OI of the same workload are different on the different platforms. On the other hand, all of workloads under Atom D510 are memory access bottlenecks (as D510 platform is equipped with DDR2 memory). These imply that for the same workloads, though the number of BOPs is independent with underlying system and architecture implementation, the DC-Roofline model is hardware-dependent and we need to build different models for different hardware platforms. 
